February 28, 2022
By Mail
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington D.C.
20580
RE: Report No. 145028439
Complaint of Deceptive and Unfair Advertising of Artificial Turf

I. Introduction
Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility (PEER) asks that the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) investigate the vendors, manufacturers, and marketers of artificial turf to
determine whether the companies’ websites and marketing practices violate Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits unfair and deceptive marketing practices. Our
review of numerous websites advertising artificial turf and statements made to consumers shows
at least one type of deceptive or unfair marketing common among these businesses. These
include the following false and misleading statement:
•

Artificial turf is recyclable, i.e., it can be collected, separated, or otherwise recovered
from the waste stream through an established recycling program for reuse or use in
manufacturing or assembling another item.1

1

16 C.F.R. § 260(12).

Therefore, we ask the FTC to end this unfair and deceptive marketing practice and any others it
uncovers in its investigation.
II. Complainants
PEER is a non-profit public interest organization incorporated in Washington, D.C. and
headquartered in Silver Spring, MD, with field offices in California, Colorado, Florida,
Massachusetts, and Tennessee. Among other public interest projects, PEER engages in
advocacy, research, education, and litigation relating to the promotion of public understanding
and debate concerning key current public policy issues. PEER focuses on the environment,
including the regulation of toxic substances and the remediation of pollution; public lands and
natural resource management; public funding of environmental and natural resource agencies;
and ethics in government.
III. Background
Artificial turf fields were designed and promoted as an environmentally responsible
alternative to traditional grass fields. These synthetic fields were determined to be a partial
solution to the solid waste issues surrounding old tires taking up landfill space, accumulating in
stockpiles across the country, presenting toxic fire hazards, and acting as a breeding ground for
mosquitos.2 To resolve this, the rubber was ground up to create the infill for year-round plastic
grass fields for schools, parks, and sports teams.
Artificial turf contains multiple layers of materials. The artificial grass blades are usually
made of various polymers.3 Between the artificial grass blades is infill, usually composed of sand
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ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, OFFICE OF SOLID WASTE, Markets for Scrap Tires, 1 (Oct. 1991)
https://archive.epa.gov/epawaste/conserve/materials/tires/web/pdf/tires.pdf.
3
SYNTHETIC TURF COUNCIL, A Guideline to Recycle, Reuse, Repurpose and Remove Synthetic Turf Systems, 10-11
(Oct. 2017)
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.syntheticturfcouncil.org/resource/resmgr/guidelines/STC_Guideline_for_Recycle_Re.
pdf.
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and post-consumer tire rubber.4 Some artificial turf fields use “organic infill products” such as
“walnut shells, cork and cork/coconut blends.”5 Underneath the infill are more layers of plastic
and rubber which often include shock pads and drainage mats.6
The diversity of components, the amount created, and the rate at which artificial turf must
be replaced creates an enormous amount of waste that presents serious technical, economic, and
logistical challenges to its recycling. The polymers in artificial turf include “polyethylene,
polypropylene, polyester, nylon, styrene butadiene rubber and polyurethane,” with polyester as
“the primary material for non-woven turf backing.”7 Additionally, natural materials such as silica
sand and calcium carbonate are present.8 In order for these materials to be recycled, they must be
separated from each other as they have different viscosities and melting temperatures.9
Each synthetic field usually covers about 80,000 square feet and contains roughly
400,000 pounds of infill.10 An artificial turf field will last eight to ten years, with most warranties
running for only eight years, at which point the turf is removed and replaced.11 Currently, there
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Id.
Mackenzie Hesler, What Are My Artificial Turf Infill Options?, US GREENTECH SPORTS BLOG, (April 2, 2019)
https://blog.usgreentech.com/sports/what-are-my-artificial-turf-infill-options.
6
SYNTHETIC TURF COUNCIL, A Guideline to Recycle, Reuse, Repurpose and Remove Synthetic Turf Systems, 10-11
(Oct. 2017)
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.syntheticturfcouncil.org/resource/resmgr/guidelines/STC_Guideline_for_Recycle_Re.
pdf.
7
Id. at 6.
8
SYNTHETIC TURF COUNCIL, A Guideline to Recycle, Reuse, Repurpose and Remove Synthetic Turf Systems, 6 (Oct.
2017)
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.syntheticturfcouncil.org/resource/resmgr/guidelines/STC_Guideline_for_Recycle_Re.
pdf.
9
William Reusch, Recycling and Disposal of Polymers, VIRTUAL TEXTBOOK OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, (Sept. 13,
2020)
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Organic_Chemistry/Supplemental_Modules_(Organic_Chemistry)/Polymer
s/Recycling_and_Disposal_of_Polymers.
10
SYNTHETIC TURF COUNCIL, A Guideline to Recycle, Reuse, Repurpose and Remove Synthetic Turf Systems, 3 (Oct.
2017)
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.syntheticturfcouncil.org/resource/resmgr/guidelines/STC_Guideline_for_Recycle_Re.
pdf.
11
Id.
5
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are roughly 13,000 artificial turf fields in the United States, though this number is estimated to
grow by more than 1,000 each year.12
No facility in the United States can recycle artificial turf.13 Currently, the only two
facilities known to be able to recycle artificial turf are in Denmark14 and The Netherlands.15 This
is due to the technical, economic and logistical challenges presented in recycling artificial turf.
Vendors of artificial turf have marketed, presented, and stated that the removed artificial
turf is recyclable and is being sent to domestic recycling facilities where these materials are
being recovered. However, as stated above, this is false. The plastic carpets and rubber crumb
infill that make up these artificial fields are instead sent to landfill, incinerated, stockpiled,16 or
illegally dumped.17
IV. Manufacturers and Marketers of Artificial Turf Make False and Deceptive Claims
about their Products
The vendors, manufacturers, and marketers that claim artificial turf is recyclable, such as
Synlawn, TurfCycle, Playing Surface Solutions, Inc., and TenCate, make false and deceptive
claims to consumers about the recyclability of their products.
12

SYNTHETIC TURF COUNCIL, About Synthetic Turf,
https://www.syntheticturfcouncil.org/page/About_Synthetic_Turf (Last Visited Jan. 3, 2022).
13
See Lucas Thors, Concerns Raised over Feasibility of Synthetic Turf Recycling, MVTIMES, (Oct. 21, 2020)
https://www.mvtimes.com/2020/10/21/concerns-raised-feasibility-synthetic-turf-recycling/ (“[T]here is currently no
operational recycling facility in the U.S.”); see also Guy Oldenkotte, ‘Recycling turf in the US is just a matter of
time’, SPORTSFIELDS, (Mar. 22, 2021) (“[A] recycling facility doesn’t currently exist in the country the rest [of the
artificial turf] ‘sit in big yards in different parts of the country, like Pennsylvania’”). As of December 1, 2021, ReMatch, a company located in Denmark, has chosen Luzern County, Pennsylvania to be the location of its first North
American recycling facility. Artificial Turf Recycler Opens First North American Facility in Luzerne County
Creating New Jobs, GOVERNOR TOM WOLF, (Dec. 1, 2021) https://www.governor.pa.gov/newsroom/gov-wolfannounces-artificial-turf-recycler-establishing-first-north-american-facility-in-luzerne-county-creatingapproximately-40-jobs/. However, Re-Match has no deed or mortgage recorded within any Pennsylvania County
Clerk of Records, only a Consent of Landowner has been filed within Luzerne County. See Exhibit A.
14
https://re-match.com/
15
https://www.gbn-agr.nl/en/
16
Douglass Stump, Uncertainty surrounds disposal of mounds of artificial turf in Cleona, Lebanon Daily News,
(May 7, 2019) https://www.ldnews.com/story/news/2019/05/07/cleona-council-meeting-disposal-plans-neededartificial-turf/1130527001/; see also Exhibit B (aerial photo of stockpiled fields in Pennsylvania).
17
Re-Match has leased property from CNH Properties LLC where it has received a Notice of Violation for violating
the Pennsylvania Solid Waste Management Act, 35 P.S. § 6018.610, and Pennsylvania's Residual Waste
Management rules and regulations, 25 PA Code § 287.6. See Exhibit C.
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Claim that Artificial Turf is “recyclable”
Various websites and promotional materials advertising artificial turf contend that the
artificial turf is recyclable. These websites and promotional materials have made claims such as,
“. . . SYNLawn . . . is recyclable in the United States”18 “. . . TurfCycle . . . rescue[s] the
materials and [diverts] them into recycle centers across the country”19 “. . . Playing Surface
Solutions, Inc. . . . recycles the material by sifting and cleaning the sand and rubber infill for use
in other applications. The carpet is broken down, recycled, and repurposed as composite decking,
such as Trex . . . synthetic fibers . . . are baled and sent to a recycling center for further process to
be turned into fuel;”20 and “ . . . TenCate . . . is 100% recyclable.”21
However, there is no artificial turf recycling center in the United States and, to our
knowledge, no artificial turf has ever been recycled in the United States.22 Despite this, artificial
turf is labeled as “recyclable” without qualification and is an overstatement of the environmental
attribute of recyclability. Even if artificial turf can be recycled in The Netherlands or Denmark,
the turf itself has not yet been sent to these recycling facilities and instead is either placed in a
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Ty B., an assistant responding to electronic messages on SYNLawn’s website, stated that SYNLawn is recyclable
and can be recycled in the United States. SYNLAWN, About, (Jan 5, 2022) https://www.synlawn.com/about. See
Exhibit D.
19
TURFCYCLE, Services, https://turfcycleusa.com/ (Last visited Jan. 5, 2022); see Exhibit E.
20
Amanda Farber, Testimony Regarding Recycling of Artificial Turf, THE FIELD FUND, (Oct. 9, 2020)
https://www.fieldfundinc.org/letters-links/2020/11/16/testimony-regarding-recycling-of-artificial-turf.
21
GREENFIELDS, Tencate Accorder®, Woven Base Construction, https://greenfieldsusa.com/innovation/accorderwoven-base-construction/ (Last visited Jan. 5, 2022). See Exhibit F.
22
Mark Curran, a representative from TenCate Grass, stated during a commission hearing in Martha’s Vineyard,
Massachusetts, that no artificial turf fields “have been taken out of the US and recycled in the Netherlands.” Guy
Oldenkotte, ‘Recycling turf in the US is just a matter of time’, SPORTSFIELDS, (Mar. 22, 2021)
https://sportsfields.info/news/recycling-turf-in-the-us-is-just-a-matter-of-time/ (“[A] recycling facility doesn’t
currently exist in the country the rest [of the artificial turf] ‘sit in big yards in different parts of the country, like
Pennsylvania’”); see also PFAS Action Group (@PFASactiongroup), TWITTER (Oct. 29, 2021, 3:58 PM),
https://twitter.com/PFASactiongroup/status/1454175852686577667?s=20; see also see also Artificial Turf: “A
Mounting Disposal Mess”, WASTE360, (Jan. 7, 2020) (“[T]he technology to recycle [artificial turf]—separating the
plastic grass and backing from the sand-and-rubber infill—still isn’t fully developed in the United States, or is
deemed too expensive.”).
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landfill, a storage facility, stockpiled,23 or illegally dumped.24 Claiming that artificial turf is
“recyclable” asserts an environmental benefit where “the benefits are negligible,” in violation of
16 C.F.R. § 260.3(c).
Additionally, manufacturers and marketers have not adequately qualified their claims of
recyclability. “A product should not be marketed as recyclable unless it can be collected,
separated, or otherwise recovered from the waste stream through an established recycling
program to reuse or use in manufacturing or assembling another item.”25 As there are no such
recycling facility within the United States these recycling facilities are not available to a
substantial majority of consumers or communities where artificial turf is sold., as required by 16
C.F.R. § 260.12(b), and in fact it is not likely that recycling facilities are available to any U.S.
consumers. No manufacturer has qualified recyclability claims by stating the percentage of
consumers or communities that have access to facilities that recycle artificial turf.
Furthermore, marketers and manufacturers cannot make unqualified recyclable claims
about artificial turf as the mix of materials used in artificial turf significantly limit its
recyclability.26 In order for the different plastics, rubber, and other materials used in artificial turf
to be recycled, they must be separated from each other.27 This deeply limits the recyclability of
artificial turf. While the individual components of artificial may be recyclable, the entire turf
itself cannot be, and would not be accepted in recycling programs.28 Therefore, these unqualified
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Douglass Stump, Uncertainty surrounds disposal of mounds of artificial turf in Cleona, Lebanon Daily News,
(May 7, 2019) https://www.ldnews.com/story/news/2019/05/07/cleona-council-meeting-disposal-plans-neededartificial-turf/1130527001/; see also Exhibit B.
24
Kyla Bennett and Kirsten Stade, Artificial Turf’s Big Lie: Old Fields Not Recycled, PUB. EMPS. FOR ENVTL
RESPONSIBILITY, (Jan. 20, 2020) https://peer.org/artificial-turfs-big-lie-old-fields-not-recycled/; see also Exhibit C.
25
Id. at § 260.12
26
See id. at § 260.12(d)
27
William Reusch, Recycling and Disposal of Polymers, VIRTUAL TEXTBOOK OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, (Sept. 13,
2020)
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Organic_Chemistry/Supplemental_Modules_(Organic_Chemistry)/Polymer
s/Recycling_and_Disposal_of_Polymers.
28
See id.
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recyclable claims falsely mislead consumers to believe the entirety of the turf is recyclable
despite the limits of recyclability due to the different materials used.
V. Manufacturers and Marketers of Artificial Turf Engage in Deceptive and Unfair
Practices in Violation of § 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Ace makes deceptive acts or practices in
commercial advertising unlawful.29 An advertisement or practice is considered deceptive under
FTC policy when: (1) there is a representation, omission, or practice that is likely to mislead the
consumer, (2) the act or practice is considered from the perspective of a reasonable consumer,
and (3) the representation, omission or practice is material.30 The advertising practices by
artificial turf companies meet all three of these elements.
Artificial Turf Companies Misrepresent Their Products in Order to Mislead Consumers
As shown in detail above, artificial turf companies make false and unsupported claims in
their advertising to mislead consumers and make them believes that these products are recyclable
and recycled in the United States. These companies include written misrepresentations of their
products on their websites. None of these claims have been supported.
A Reasonable Customer Would be Deceived by These Practices
In order for an advertisement to be deemed deceptive by the FTC, it must be likely to
mislead a reasonable customer.31 A consumer’s interpretation of an advertisement “will be
presumed reasonable if it is the one the respondent intended to convey.”32 These companies
make statements on their websites that are presented to consumers as facts.
The term “recyclable” is clear. Unlike appearance, feel, taste, or smell, the word
“recyclable” has an objective definition that is set out in the regulations: “A product or package

29

15 U.S.C. § 52.
Matter of Cliffdale Associates, Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110, 174 (1984).
31
Matter of Cliffdale Associates, Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110 (1984).
32
Id.
30
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should not be marketed as recyclable unless it can be collected, separated, or otherwise recovered
from the waste stream through an established recycling program for reuse or use in
manufacturing or assembling another item.”33 The Synthetic Turf Council itself has a similar
definition of recyclable as a “series of activities by which material that has reached the end of its
current use is processed into material and utilized in the production of new products.”34 A
reasonable consumer would rely on this information, believing that the turf would be able to be
recycled in the way described by the Synthetic Turf Council, despite the fact that no such activity
is possible in the United States. This is a clear definition that a reasonable consumer of artificial
turf would understand, and artificial turf companies have abused.
The Marketing Strategies Used by These Companies Are Material
The marketing strategies considered in this complaint result in material consequences for
consumers. A material representation, omission, act or practice involves information that is
important to consumers and, hence, likely to affect their choice of a product.35 The strategies
employed by these companies make consumers more likely to buy artificial turf because they
offer false promises of an environmentally conscious product. Companies make thousands of
dollars from the sales of artificial turf when consumers could be using traditional grass lawns.
The failure to include the fact that there are no recycling centers in the United States and
that no artificial turf has been shipped overseas to known recycling facilities misleads consumers
as to recyclability, and contributes to misleading consumers into thinking that artificial turf is a

33

See 16 C.F.R. § 260.12(a).
SYNTHETIC TURF COUNCIL, A Guideline to Recycle, Reuse, Repurpose and Remove Synthetic Turf Systems, 2 (Oct.
2017)
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.syntheticturfcouncil.org/resource/resmgr/guidelines/STC_Guideline_for_Recycle_Re.
pdf.
35
Matter of Cliffdale Associates, Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110 (1984).
34
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more environmentally conscious choice than a natural grass field.36 This is important to
consumers who are trying to support products that are environmentally friendly. The lack of
transparency places a heavy burden on the consumer to understand exactly what they are
consuming and undermines companies and corporations that are “playing by the rules.”37
V. Conclusion
The companies that create and sell artificial turf are using unsupported, misleading and
false advertising claims to convince the public that artificial turf is recyclable and therefore
environmentally conscious. These deceptive practices constitute an unfair business practice
warranting a thorough investigation by the FTC.

Dated: February 28, 2022
Respectfully submitted,

____________________________________
Monica I. Mercola
Environmental Legal Fellow
Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility
962 Wayne Ave, Suite 610
Silver Spring, MD 20910
202-265-4187
www.peer.org

36

“‘It’s no secret that consumers want products that are environmentally friendly, and that companies are trying to
meet that need,’ said Jessica Rich, Director of the Federal Trade Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Protection.
‘But companies that don’t have evidence to support the environmental claims they make about their products erode
consumer confidence and undermine those companies that are playing by the rules.’” FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
FTC Cracks Down on Misleading and Unsubstantiated Environmental Marketing Claims, (OCT. 29, 2013)
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2013/10/ftc-cracks-down-misleading-unsubstantiatedenvironmental.
37
Id.
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B
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EXHIBIT C
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EXHIBIT D
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EXHIBIT E
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EXHIBIT F
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